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Stratelligence: an introduction

● Stratelligence was established as an independent consultancy firm in 2006. Prior to this, its 
founding members worked for the European branch of RAND. For its clients, Stratelligence 
advances RAND's well established tradition of providing key, independent and integral advice 
on complex issues in an uncertain context. 

● Stratelligence’s mission is to improve decision-making on issues of public interest, notably in 
capital intensive sectors. We pursue this with the conviction that better and better substantiated 
decisions contribute to the quality of society as a whole.

● Stratelligence aims to support its clients with evidence based consultancy, practical solutions 
and applied research towards well informed and well reasoned strategic decision making. In 
addition we share our knowledge and expertise through publications, contributions to seminars, 
education of students and development of methodological innovations.

● Areas of expertise:
● Adaptive policy making (a.o. Adaptive Delta Management),
● Real options and cost-benefit analysis,
● Public-private partnership, 
● Performance contracts and performance indicators.

 



Freshwater measures in the Southwestern Delta 
make current and future freshwater supply more 
robust 

 
Source images: material Southwestern Delta, L. de Jong, 
Bosch & Slabbers, Stratelligence

Areas in Southwestern Delta dependent on KVZM

Krammer-Volkerak-
Zoommeer

Tholen (100%)

St. Philipsland (100%)

PAN-polders 
(100%)

● In future the use of fresh water can pass away 
completely if the KVZM turns into a salty lake. However, 
a salty KVZM is not a matter of certainty, nor are the 
consequences of climate change and changes in land 
use. 

● How to determine whether measures are cost-
effective in these uncertain conditions?

● A number of regions use water 
from the Krammer-Volkerak-
Zoommeer (KVZM) for 
irrigation (sprinkling), water 
level management and 
flushing. 

● During summer the Krammer-
Volkerak-Zoommeer regularly 
suffers from cyanobacteria 
outbreaks. At such times water 
intake is prohibited and farmers 
in these areas experience 
diminished crop growth and 
production yields. There is 
damage due to inadequate 
water level management.

West -Brabant

Goeree



An option which expires shortly is the restoration 
of the Roode Vaart, which was filled up in the 
seventies

● The passage of the Roode 
Vaart is required should the 
KVZM become salty. In case 
of a freshwater lake there are 
benefits whenever 
cyanobacteria prevent the use 
of water for agriculture.

● This year the redevelopment 
of the city centre of 
Zevenbergen is decided upon. 
There are two alternatives: 
‘green’ and   ‘blue’.

 

Location of the alternative ‘tap’: Roode Vaart

Krammer-Volkerak-
Zoommeer Roode Vaart

Zevenberge
n

● The blue alternative has the 
option to bring back water in 
the Roode Vaart, possibly in two steps: 
first 3,5 m3/s, later 10 or 12,5 m3/s.

● But, ..is this strategy cost-effective? It is 
not certain whether pre-investment is 
worthwhile: a salty KVZM requires more 
capacity and a fresh KVZM does not 
require additional water supply 
immediately. The financial means do 
not allow for ‘nice-to-haves’.

No-regret
● Measure contributes to solution 

of existing water quality 
problems

● Measure has a positive benefit  
to  cost ratio

● Benefit to cost ratio is positive 
or neutral in all possible 
scenario’s



Phased construction of the freshwater measures 
needed for a salty KVZM offers synergy advantages

Annual benefits in phase 1 of supply (2,2 m3/s) to West-Brabant and 1,3 m3/s to PAN-polders compensate costs 1+3. 
Annual benefits in phase 2 of additional supply (2,9 m3/s) to Tholen & St. Philipsland compensate costs 2+4.

 

Pumping station and canal through 
Zevenbergen (3,5 m3/s)

Additional costs (10 
m3/s) when canal 
through city centre is 
not possible: € 20 
mln extra.
(1b+2b – 1a-2a)

Adjustment of pumping 
station  to 10 m3/s

Pumping station 
and canal (10 m3/s)

Pre-investment
Additional investment 
needed if KVZM salty 
and pre-investment is 
made
Investment needed if 
no pre-investment is 
made and KVZM 
salty

Supply of freshwater (2,9 
m3/s) to Tholen & St.Ph

Supply to PAN-polders (1,3 m3/s)

1b

2b

1a

2a

3

4



Option analysis indicates that pre-investment in 
the blue alternative is a no-regret measure
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No pre-investment

● No additional costs & 
benefits

2

1

Pre-investment RV

● Investment  RV & 
pumping station

● Benefits Brabant
● NPV positive

Fresh KVZM

● No add. costs & benefits

Fresh KVZM

● No  add. costs & benefits

Fresh KVZM

● No add. costs & benefits

Salty KVZM

● Need for passage at high 
costs: € 20 mln more

● Benefits Brabant
● Investment  Tholen & St.Ph. 
● Benefits Tholen & St.Ph.
● NPV positive

Salty KVZM

● Need for passage at high 
costs: € 20 mln more

● Benefits Brabant
● Investment  Tholen & St.Ph. 
● Benefits Tholen & St.Ph.
● NPV positive

Salty KVZM

● Additional investment to 
increase capacity

● Investment  Tholen & St.Ph. 
● Benefits Tholen & St.Ph.
● NPV positive

● Costs & benefits of 
the green centre

Green city centre

● Costs & benefits of the 
blue centre 

● Match with policy goals 
& optional harbour

Blue city centre

No pre-investment

● No additional costs & 
benefits

The Green  
and Blue 
alternative 
offer 
the same 
costs and 
benefits.
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